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ABSTRACT

1

Automated recommendations for next tracks to listen to or to include in a playlist are a common feature on modern music platforms.
Correspondingly, a variety of algorithmic approaches for determining tracks to recommend have been proposed in academic research.
The most sophisticated among them are often based on conceptually complex learning techniques which can also require substantial
computational resources or special-purpose hardware like GPUs.
Recent research, however, showed that conceptually more simple
techniques, e.g., based on nearest-neighbor schemes, can represent
a viable alternative to such techniques in practice.
In this paper, we describe a hybrid technique for next-track recommendation, which was evaluated in the context of the ACM
RecSys 2018 Challenge. A combination of nearest-neighbor techniques, a standard matrix factorization algorithm, and a small set
of heuristics led our team KAENEN to the 3rd place in the “creative”
track and the 7th one in the “main” track, with accuracy results
only a few percent below the winning teams. Given that offline
prediction accuracy is only one of several possible quality factors
in music recommendation, practitioners have to validate if slight
accuracy improvements truly justify the use of highly complex
algorithms in real-world applications.

Online streaming has become the predominant way of consuming music and represents the most profitable source in the music
industry in recent years [6]. The provision of automated recommendations is a common feature of online music platforms. Besides
recommendations that are based on long-term preferences and that
are designed to help users discover new tracks or artists, next-track
recommendations play an important role on these sites. Recommendations of this type are, for example, used to create personalized “radios” (i.e., virtually endless playlists) based on a few seed
tracks. Such recommendations are also helpful during the process
of playlist construction [8, 19, 24].
In terms of the problem setting, these next-track recommendations often share characteristics of session-based recommendation
scenarios [20]. The particularity of this scenario is that there are no
long-term preference profiles available, and the recommendations
therefore have to be based on a small set of ongoing user interactions. In the music domain, this means that the starting point for
the recommendations is a small list of tracks that the user has just
listened to or added to a playlist.
Due to their high practical relevance, session-based recommendation problems have received increased attention in recent years.
Technologically, a variety of approaches were proposed in the academic literature, see [2] and [20] for recent overviews. Often, these
approaches rely on comparably complex computations based on
Markov Chains, distributional embeddings, and deep neural networks, or they are encoded as mathematical optimization problems.
Recent works, however, suggest that in some application domains,
including e-commerce and music recommendation, also comparably simple computational schemes based on nearest neighbors
can lead to high prediction accuracy [11, 17, 18, 25], often at much
lower computational costs.
While complex methods are usually able to outperform such
simple methods , the performance differences are often not very
large. Unfortunately, however, it is not always fully clear if small
improvements in terms of accuracy results obtained in offline experiments will lead to a better user experience [4, 7, 13]. Practitioners
therefore have to decide if the use of more complex methods pays
off, in particular as some of these advanced techniques require special hardware (GPUs) and substantial computational resources to
be trained efficiently.
In this paper, we present a hybrid session-based music recommendation method, which we developed in the context of the ACM
RecSys 2018 Challenge [3]. The method is based on a combination
of nearest-neighbor techniques, a standard matrix factorization
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INTRODUCTION
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algorithm, and a small set of heuristics. Despite its simplicity, the
method reached the 3rd position in the creative and the 7th place
among over 100 participants in the main track of the competition.
Generally, prediction accuracy, i.e., being able to identify tracks
that a user will like, is only one of several factors that can contribute to the perceived quality and value of a music recommender.
As previous research shows, there are factors like artist diversity,
musical homogeneity, transitions between tracks, freshness and
general popularity and several other aspects that can influence the
user’s perception of the recommendations [1, 12, 16, 22]. Therefore,
we believe that methods like ours can represent a viable algorithmic
basis in many practical applications, as they lead to competitive
accuracy results at comparably low computational costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We summarize the
problem setting of the ACM RecSys 2018 Challenge in Section 2.
Afterwards, we outline our technical approach in Section 3 and
discuss the result in Section 4. The paper ends with a summary and
an outlook on future works.

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Computational Tasks
The computational problem in the RecSys Challenge 2018 relates
to a specific type of music recommendation, namely, the playlist
continuation problem. Given certain types of information about a
partial playlist, the recommendation task is to generate a list of
tracks that can be added to the list. The following types of information for the partial playlist can be available to the recommender.
a) Metadata information such as the playlist title, a description,
and the number of followers on the streaming service Spotify,
b) a set of seed tracks, i.e., the tracks that are already in the playlist,
c) metadata information about tracks such as artist, album and the
position of each track in the playlist.
The problem setting in this challenge is quite different from the
traditional “matrix completion” research abstraction, since there
are no long-term user profiles for personalization. Instead, the
computational task is to determine a set of suitable musical tracks
given a sequence of previous tracks.The specific challenges of this
scenario can be summarized as follows.
• Cold start. For a subset of the playlists to be continued, only
the title of the playlist (or the title and the first track of the
playlist) is available. In such cases, commonly used collaborative
recommendation techniques can not be directly applied.
• No long-term or user information. As – due to privacy concerns – user names are removed from the dataset, no personalized
technique based on, e.g., the users’ long-term listening behavior
as in [10] can be applied.

2.2

Data
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Table 1: Meta data features for playlists and tracks.
Playlist

Track

Title
Description
No. of artists
No. of followers
List of tracks
Collaborative1

Playlist Id
No. of tracks
No. of albums
No. of edits
Playlist duration
Modification date

Track name
Artist name
Album name
Track duration
Position (in list)

Track Id
Artist Id
Album Id

Table 2: Overview of all subtasks with 1,000 lists each.
Task

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Tracks 0
Name Yes
Order −−

1
Yes
Yes

5
No
Yes

5
Yes
Yes

10
No
Yes

10
Yes
Yes

25
Yes
Yes

25
Yes
No

100
Yes
Yes

100
Yes
No

Additionally, Spotify provided the participants of the challenge
with a test or “competitive” dataset consisting of 10,000 playlists,
where from each playlist a certain number of tracks was hidden.
Those 10,000 playlists were assigned to one of ten specific subtasks
as shown in Table 2. The defined subtasks are of different complexity, starting with 1,000 playlists for which only the name was
known. For other subsets, a varying number of tracks was provided
to reflect the different stages of the playlist creation process. A
more detailed description of the data and tasks can be found in [3].

2.3

Evaluation Procedure

The evaluation in this year’s ACM RecSys Challenge was designed
as an offline experiment. Submissions could be made for two different tracks, namely, the main and the creative track. For the main
track, the participants were instructed to rely solely on the provided
playlist dataset to train the models. For the creative track, all sorts
of additional and external metadata could be used to improve the
recommendation quality.
2.3.1 Competitive Evaluation. During the competition, participants
could submit playlists consisting of 500 tracks for each of the 10,000
playlists of the competitive dataset, both for the main and the
creative track. Each participating team was allowed to submit a
solution file with their recommendations once a day for both of the
tracks. Those solutions could be uploaded to a specific webpage2
in a specific format and the uploaded files were then automatically
evaluated in terms of three different performance metrics. A ranking
of the current solutions of all participants was posted on a public
leaderboard on a daily basis. The rank was determined by the Borda
count over the rankings for the following three accuracy measures.

The main dataset provided by Spotify for the challenge comprises 1
million playlists and include playlist titles, track listings and other
metadata. Table 1 shows an overview of the metadata features for
the tracks and the playlists, respectively. The dataset is referred to
as the Million Playlist Dataset (MPD).

• Precision@N: For a playlist with N hidden tracks, precision is
calculated as the ratio of those hidden tracks that also appear in
the first N tracks of the submitted top 500 list.
• NDCG@500: The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain is a
common metric in the field of information retrieval that takes
the position of the correctly predicted tracks into account.

1 A boolean value which indicates if the owner allows other users to modify the playlist.

2 https://recsys-challenge.spotify.com/
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Table 3: Dataset Characteristics

3.1
Characteristic

COMPETITION

LARGE1

LARGE2

SMALL

Playlists
Tracks
Artists
Entries
Avg. Entries
per List

1M
2.3M
296k
66.3M
66.346

990k
2.3M
296k
65.4M
66.017

990k
2.3M
296k
65.4M
66.026

99k
689k
111k
6.53M
65.946

Testlists
Avg. Entries
Avg. Hidden

10k
98.016
69.916

10k
99.002
70.902

10k
98.017
69.917

1k
98.321
70.221

• Clicks@500: The last metric was more specifically designed for
the given task with respect to aspects of the Spotify user interface.
As the recommendations are arranged on multiple pages with
10 entries per page, the Clicks metric should reflect how often
a user has to navigate to the next page until a relevant track
is found. Thus, the possible values range from 0 to 51 clicks,
where 51 is chosen when no suitable track was included in the
recommendations.
2.3.2 Local Evaluation with Additional Samples. As the submissions were restricted to one upload per day, it was necessary to
create a suitable local evaluation setup to, for example, quickly
test new methods or optimize parameters. Hence, we created a
number of additional test samples that should represent the COMPETITION set in a good way. For each list in COMPETITION we
sampled playlists of similar size from the MPD and hid the corresponding number of tracks. Furthermore, we ensured that no item
cold-start situations occurred. Besides two samples with 10,000
playlists, termed LARGE1 and LARGE2, we also created a smaller
sample SMALL by randomly sampling 100,000 playlists of the MPD
and selecting a test set of 1,000 playlists with 100 lists per task from
those. The key characteristics of all datasets are shown in Table 3.

3

TECHNICAL APPROACH

For those playlists that include tracks, we determined the top recommendations and their ranking by combining a number of established
techniques. Specifically, we included item-based collaborative filtering, k-nearest-neighbor techniques, and an implicit feedback
matrix factorization approach as will be described in more detail in
Section 3.1. For the other playlists, where only the name is known,
we use two simple string matching strategies.
The individual methods or recommendations, respectively, were
finally combined in a hybrid approach, which is based on weighted
combinations and switching between different strategies depending
on the number of seed tracks and the occurrence of a playlist name.
Our submissions to the main and the creative track were both
based on the same recommendation scheme. For the creative track,
we furthermore implemented a re-ranking approach that utilizes
additional track metadata that we retrieved from the Spotify API.
Generally, in order to make our research reproducible, we publish
the full source code on GitHub.3
3 https://github.com/rn5l/rsc18/

Track-based Approaches

We adapted and customized the following track-based methods to
determine a ranked list of candidate tracks.
3.1.1 Item-based Collaborative Filtering (item-cf). While traditional item-to-item approaches are conceptually simple and often
outperformed by sophisticated academic techniques, they are often
employed in practice as they lead to good performance and also
scale well [5, 15].
The item-cf method used in our hybrid approach is generally
based on individual item similarities but still considers all given seed
tracks of a playlist. The similarity between two items is, as usual,
determined by the number of their co-occurrences in other sessions.
In terms of the implementation, each track is represented as a binary
vector over all playlists, i.e., the entry for a specific playlist is set
to 1 if the item is contained in it and to 0 otherwise. Thus, the
similarity between tracks can then be computed, e.g., determining
the cosine similarity, and recommendations for a single tracks are
formed by the top k most similar tracks ordered by similarity.
Approaches based on item co-occurrences can lead to a relatively
high popularity bias, i.e., they often tend to focus on popular items.
As a technical enhancement, we therefore compute the inverse
document frequency (IDF) for all tracks regarding all playlists with
idf (t ) = loд10 ( |P|P || ) , where P is the set of all (training) playlists
t
and Pt is the set of playlists containing track t. The final list of
suggestions is then determined by combining the recommendations
for each single seed track weighted with the corresponding IDF of
that track. Thus, more importance is given to the less popular tracks
in a playlist, which resulted in a better accuracy in our experiments.
In terms of the implementation, all similarity values were precomputed for the competition set to ensure fast recommendation
times.4
3.1.2 Session-based Nearest Neighbors (s-knn). As recommending
from short playlists is comparable to the problem of providing suggestions in the beginning of an e-commerce browsing session, we
furthermore relied on a session-based recommendation approach
that led to promising results for the e-commerce and music domain
in our previous research [11].
The s-knn approach does not create recommendations for each
seed track individually. Instead, it considers the entire playlist to
search for the most similar playlists in the training data. Tracks
from those neighboring playlists are then ranked to create the
recommendation list (see also [2, 8, 14]). First, we determine the k
most similar playlists Np for a given playlist p by applying a suitable
similarity measure on binary vectors over the item space [2], i.e.,
the index for a specific track is set to 1 if the item is contained
in a playlist and to 0 otherwise. When considering a playlist p,
the neighbors Np , and the similarity function sim(p1 , p2 ) for two
playlists p1 and p2 , the ranking for each track t is determined in
the following way:
rank s-knn (t, p) = Σn ∈Np sim(p, n) · 1n (t ) · idf (t )

(1)

Here, 1n (i) represents an indicator function that returns 1 if neighbor n contains the track t and 0 otherwise. Again, our goal was
4 We

use and extended an implementation published as ItemKNN at https://github.
com/hidasib/GRU4Rec.
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to give more importance to less popular items and in general to
reduce the popularity bias of this method, we added the tracks’
IDF (id f (t )) value to the ranking calculation. Applying the cosine
similarity measure with a neighborhood size of 2000 led to good
results in our experiments.
Given the current playlist p, it is in practice probably too time
consuming to scan the full set of existing playlists. Hence, our
implementation, as explained in more detail in [11], relies on precomputed in-memory index data structures and on neighborhood
sampling to ensure fast prediction times. First, playlists are only
considered as neighbor candidates if they contain at least one track
from the current playlist. Second, we introduce a sampling parameter m that focuses on those m playlists which were most recently
edited. In our final submission, we did not apply this sampling to
leverage all available information. In other submissions, considering only the most recently edited 5000 playlists did however not
lead to a major decrease in accuracy. In fact, the Clicks metric did
even improve with m = 5000 in some cases.
IDF Extension (idf-knn). As adding the IDF values to the ranking
calculation of s-knn resulted in a leap in terms of the accuracy, we
implemented an alternative to the method that includes the TF-IDF
concept when calculating playlist similarity scores. Here, instead
of representing playlists as binary vectors over the item space, we
represent them with a slightly modified TF-IDF vector.
To calculate the TF-IDF score for each track and playlist we use
the standard formulation tfidf (p, t ) = tf (p, t ) · idf (t ) with a small
adjustment in the term frequency. For a playlist p and track t the
TF part is calculated as
1
tf (p, t ) =
(2)
|p| + s
where the numerator is 1 because each track should only appear
once in a playlist, and s is a parameter that was introduced to
address playlists that have a small number of tracks. In practice, the
parameter prevents playlists with only a few tracks from having
very high TF weights. Through experimentation, we have found a
value of s = 50 to work well for this dataset.
Although the technical playlist representation differs from the
original s-knn formulation, the ranking is still calculated in a very
similar way:
rank idf-knn (t, p) = Σn ∈Np sim(p, n) · 1n (t )

(3)

Here, the distance is again determined with the cosine similarity
measure. In contrast, however, the id f (p, t ) term from Equation 3
is left out and, with k = 1000, a fewer number of neighbors led to
the best results.
3.1.3 Matrix Factorization (als-mf). As the last track-based component of our hybrid, we included a matrix factorization (MF) technique as a popular collaborative filtering recommendation approach.
In our setting, the playlists correspond to the users and the contained tracks are implicit feedback signals to construct a sparse binary user-item “rating” matrix. To rank items for a user or playlists,
respectively, we tested two implicit feedback MF techniques, in
particular Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) and an optimized
ALS-based method5 [9, 21, 23]. Experimentally, we found good
5 The

implementations are provided at https://github.com/benfred/implicit.
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accuracy results with 300 latent factors in 10 iterations and the
regularization parameter set to 0.08 when applying the ALS-based
method.
However, due to the fact that we have to provide recommendations for a newly created playlist, the situation maps to a user
cold-start scenario for the MF techniques. We have overcome this
problem by constructing the user latent factors from all item latent
factors corresponding to the seed tracks of a playlist. Instead of using the mean of all item factors, we, again, incorporate IDF weights
to emphasize on less popular tracks. Thus, the rank of a track t is
calculated the following way:
X
1
idf (s) · T Ls )
s ∈p idf (s) s ∈p

rank als-mf (t, p) = T Lt · ( P

(4)

where T L are the tracks’ latent factors and the latter part combines
all factors for playlist p as the weighted arithmetic mean with the
IDF. The final ranking score is then calculated as the dot product. Our experiments did not show a major decrease in accuracy
compared to classic MF when applying this procedure.

3.2

Name-based Approaches

Besides the track-based approaches, we propose two simple namebased techniques for the special recommendation scenario, in which
we only know the playlist name but have not a single seed track to
base recommendations on.
3.2.1 String Matching (string-match). With string-match, we
implemented a straightforward approach to find suitable tracks
only based on the name of a playlist. We simply collect all playlists
with the most similar name from the MPD and recommend the
tracks from those playlists sorted by the number of occurrences in
those lists in descending order. In terms of our implementation, to
improve the matching quality and make the approach more flexible,
we first preprocessed the playlist names with the Natural Language
Toolkit.6 Specifically, we tokenized the strings and applied the
Porter stemming algorithm. In case no exact match is found in the
set of known playlist names, we replaced the name by the most
similar known name based on the Levenshtein distance.7
3.2.2 Title Factorization (title-mf). Our second name-based technique, title-mf, extends string-match and aims to include tracks
from playlists with similar names based on a MF technique. Again,
the NLTK toolkit is used to preprocess the list names. Then, a
user-item “rating” matrix is constructed with the unique names as
the users, the tracks as the items and number of co-occurrences
as the rating. After factorizing the matrix, again, with the same
ALS-based approach, we can use the names’ latent factors to find
similar names in terms of the tracks contained in the playlists. In
the prediction phase, we in contrast to string-match use the k
most similar names instead of only one. For each similar name, the
number of track occurrences is counted and multiplied with the
name similarity. Finally, the weighted counts are combined to a
single recommendation list by summing up the individual scores.
6 https://www.nltk.org/
7 We

used the library available at https://github.com/seatgeek/fuzzywuzzy.
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Table 4: Effectiveness of the tested techniques and hybrids in the evaluation for all datasets. For COMPETITION, no technique
was tested individually and the results in the first group were obtained a hybrid combination with string-match.
COMPETITION
RP NDCG Clicks
s-knn
item-cf
idf-knn
als-mf
weighted
string-match
title-mf
weighted
switch
meta-rerank

STR-MATCH

TITLE-MF

ITEM-CF

WEIGHTED

RP

5 TRACKS

SMALL
NDCG

Clicks

0.182
0.187
0.188
0.151
0.192

0.367
0.374
0.374
3.501
0.381

3.086
3.066
3.067
0.300
2.959

0.181
0.185
0.187
0.150
0.191

0.366
0.372
0.374
0.299
0.380

3.032
3.055
3.046
3.539
2.935

0.198
0.205
0.208
0.184
0.209

0.398
0.379
0.411
0.375
0.410

2.253
2.571
2.302
2.544
2.265

−−
−−
−−

−−
−−
−−

−−
−−
−−

0.096
0.100
0.100

0.215
0.223
0.224

6.925
7.311
7.021

0.093
0.097
0.097

0.207
0.218
0.218

7.182
7.514
7.251

0.097
0.102
0.101

0.209
0.223
0.220

6.828
7.617
7.012

0.209
0.209

0.375
0.375

2.122
2.116

0.201
0.201

0.397
0.398

1.726
1.724

0.199
0.199

0.395
0.395

1.775
1.765

0.214
0.214

0.416
0.416

1.915
1.910

S-KNN

IDF-KNN

ALS-MF

10 TRACKS

25 TRACKS

100 TRACKS

Hybridization

In order to improve our recommendations, we combined all of the
previously explained methods, using three types of hybrid strategies. Figure 1 shows an overview of the overall architecture.
• Filling: The first type of hybrid we used in some cases to generate
the final recommendation lists is the “filling” hybrid. Whenever
one of the methods, mostly the string-match approach, did not
return enough tracks to recommend (500) the list was filled up
with the most popular tracks from the training data.
• Weighted: These hybrids combine the recommendation lists of
two or more methods based on the ranking scores with specific
weights. As the scale of those scores can differ largely, all scores
were min-max normalized for the top 500 tracks. Furthermore,
we optimized the weights on the LARGE1 sample. Besides an
individual combination of all name-based and all tracks-based
methods, we also created a weighted hybrid of those two combinations, which showed superior performance for playlists with
a name and one single seed track.
• Switching: The switching hybrids in general alter between different techniques or models depending on some specified context.
In our scenario, the context is given as the number of seed tracks.
For name-only playlists, we used a weighted hybrid of both
name-based techniques. When there was more than one seed
track, we applied the weighted hybrid of all track-based methods.
Finally, when there was one seed track and a playlist name, the
weighted combination of both hybrids was used.

3.4

RP

2.340
2.393
2.338
−−
2.260

Figure 1: Overview of our final hybrid composition.

3.3

LARGE2
NDCG Clicks

0.361
0.365
0.368
−−
0.373

WEIGHTED

1 TRACK

RP

0.199
0.202
0.204
−−
0.208

WEIGHTED
NAME-ONLY

LARGE1
NDCG Clicks

Meta Re-Ranking for the Creative Track

With the goal of further improving the quality of our recommendations for the creative track, we implemented a re-ranking strategy
based on track meta data. To this purpose, we crawled musical

features of all tracks in the MPD using Spotify’s API.8 The retrieved
features include, e.g., the loudness, the tempo or the energy of a
track.
If the mean standard deviation of the features of the seed tracks
was below a certain threshold, the rank was adjusted as follows:
rank meta-rerank (t, p) = rank base (t, p) + rank base (t, p) · sim(t, p)
(5)
Here, sim(t, p) represents the cosine similarity between the tracks
features and the mean of the playlists features.

4

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

At the end of the competition, our team placed 7th in the main and
3rd in the creative track among the over 100 registered teams. Our
final accuracy scores were 5% to 7% lower than those of the winners
(0.225 vs. 0.209, 0.396 vs. 0.375, and 1.822 vs. 2.122). In the following,
we discuss the relative effectiveness of the used methods, their
sometimes conflicting impact on the different accuracy measures,
and other observations.
First, regarding the track-based techniques, idf-knn can be identified as the most accurate method across most samples and also
for the competitive set. item-cf is usually more precise than sknn, but the latter method manages to rank the items in a better
way, which in general results in a better NDCG and Clicks metric.
als-mf is the overall worst method regarding all metrics. However,
when combining the different methods in a weighted hybrid, the
performance increases when the matrix factorization approach is
included. Again, the hybrid approach leverages the strengths of
all methods. In most cases, all performance values increase. Only
for the Clicks rank s-knn remains the best approach for the small
sample.
Second, regarding the name-based approaches, title-mf always
improved the NDCG and the precision metric. At the same time,
the Clicks metric usually worsened significantly. For the LARGE1
sample, for example, the NDCG and precision are improved by 4%,
while there was a 2% drop in terms of the Clicks metric. This might
be due to the fact that title-mf has a higher popularity tendency,
which is advantageous to find more suitable tracks. However, some
of the relevant tracks that are found by string-match based on
8 The

API was accessed with the library spotipy (https://github.com/plamere/spotipy).
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4
2
0
1

item-cf

5

10

25

Number of Seed Tracks
s-knn
idf-knn
als-mf

100

weighted

Figure 2: Clicks@500 per number of seed tracks for
LARGE2.
the name are pushed back in the list as they are not very popular.
The weighted hybrid balances the two methods and improves the
Clicks metric considerably over title-mf for all samples. At the
same time, the NDCG and precision are not affected heavily. We
tested weights from 0.9 to 0.1 and found 0.5 to be the overall best
configuration in most cases.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the track-based approaches in
terms of the Clicks metric for the different numbers of seed tracks
given in the test set, i.e., 1, 5, 10, 25, and 100. It is interesting to see
that s-knn is the most accurate technique for a single seed track
while item-cf works best for 100 seed tracks. Also, this behavior is
reproducible for most samples and metrics. Our hybrid approach
manages to balance this effect well, but ultimately it might be a
better approach to optimize a weighted hybrid depending on the
number of provided seed tracks.
Finally, our experiments show small but constant improvements
when applying the metadata re-ranking approach, in particular in
terms of the Clicks metric. We believe that this re-ranking strategy
can be further improved, but decided to focus on other aspects in
the competitions.

5

SUMMARY

We presented a hybrid method to the problem of finding continuations for playlists, which is a highly relevant problem in practice.
Overall, a combination of relatively simple neighborhood-based
approaches led to competitive accuracy results in the ACM RecSys
Challenge 2018 for music recommendations.
We believe that our insights are particularly helpful for practitioners. They show that good accuracy results can be achieved
with conceptually simple and computationally light-weight methods. Generally, while prediction accuracy is an important factor
in music recommendation, we believe that future works should be
directed more towards a balanced approach that considers multiple
potential quality factors in parallel.
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